
SYLLABUS  
 

MKTG 4900 – Special Problem  
(Developing a “Go-to-Market” Strategy for a New Product   

 

Instructor - Dr. David Strutton 

• Instructor Contact Information:  
o BLB 329-K,  
o david.strutton@unt.edu;  
o 940-565-3123  

Course Objective:  

• To independently prepare and subsequently work closely on a weekly basis with a studenti 
as he develops a “Go-to-Market” strategic plan as a precursor to his actual market launch 
of a new product that he has already developed.   

Required Course Materials:  

Johansson, Frans (2004).  The Medici Effect.  Harvard Business Review Press: Cambridge, MA.  

Kelley, Tom (2005). The Ten Faces of Innovation. Crown Publishing: New York. 

Urich, Karl (2012), Product Design and Development, 8E. Irwin, Chicago.    

Course Meeting Times  

Throughout the semester the student and the professor will meet one-on-one with each on 
Thursday mornings at 8:30am.  These meetings will be held in the professor’s office.   

Assessment and Grading:  

Individual grades as well as ultimately a final grade will be assigned based on:   

• The student’s performance on essay tests on the entirety of the first two assigned books 
and select portions of the three assigned textbook and  

• The quality, completeness, and presumed (potential) effectiveness of the strategic 
marketing plan that the student develops to support an actual launch of the new product he 
has already developed.   

o Worth noting, no expectation exists that the student launch the new product at any 
point during the Spring, 2018 semester.       

 

i The student in question is an undergraduate art design major at UNT.  During the Fall, 2017, semester, the student 
sought me out with the request that I worked with him in a way that would permit him to earn academic credit as 
we “loosely” collaborate on the development of plan to launch a new product.  I emphasize “loosely”, as quoted 
above, insofar I will provide consultative structure, insights and general weekly guidance and feedback; consequently 
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presumably keeping the student in line, on track and pointed in proper directions, while he does the lion’s share of 
the work on essentially an independent basis.    


